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Abstract: Accounts of phonological contrast traditionally invoke a binary distinction between un-
predictable lexically stored phonemes and contextually predictable allophones, whose patterning
reveals speakers’ knowledge about their native language. This paper explores the complexity of
contrasts among Italian mid vowels from a multifaceted perspective considering the lexicon, linguistic
structure, usage, and regional variety. The Italian mid vowels are marginally contrastive due to a
scarcity of minimal pairs alongside variation in phonetic realization. The analysis considers corpus
data, which indicate that the marginal contrasts among front vowels vs. back vowels are driven by
different sources and forces. Functional loads are low; while front /e E/ have the weakest lexical
contrast among all Italian vowels, back /o O/ are separated by somewhat more minimal pairs. Among
stressed front vowels, height is predicted by syllable structure and is context-dependent in some
Italian varieties. Meanwhile, the height of back mid vowels is predicted by lexical frequency, in line
with expectations of phonetic reduction in high-frequency contexts. For both front and back vowels,
the phonetic factor of duration predicts vowel height, especially in closed syllables, suggesting its use
for contrast enhancement. The results have implications for a proposed formalization of Italian mid
vowel variation.

Keywords: Italian; marginal contrast; sociophonetics; regional variation; phonological contrast;
functional load; corpus analysis

1. Introduction

Theories of phonology include the concept of contrast, referring to meaningful distinc-
tions among sounds whose presence reveals the knowledge speakers possess about the
selection and patterning of sounds in their native language. Empirical work on speech
production and perception has demonstrated that contrast is a complex phenomenon
for speaker/hearers. An adequate characterization of distinctions within a phonological
system would extend well beyond the traditional binary of allophones vs. phonemes to
encompass gradient degrees of structural contrast (Goldsmith 1995; Hall and Hall 2016)
influenced by usage, predictability, lexical evidence, and perceptual distinctness (Hall et al.
2018; Stevenson and Zamuner 2017; Wedel et al. 2018). Native grammatical knowledge
includes such gradience. The “phonological status” of a sound is rapidly acquired during
learning (Seidl and Cristia 2012), leading to differential processing of phonemes vs. allo-
phones corresponding to detailed knowledge about the phonotactic probabilities of sounds
(Auer and Luce 2005) that guides habits of spoken communication.

This article focuses on relationships between speech sounds described as marginal
contrasts, as manifest in regional varieties of Italian. Marginal contrasts are pairs of sounds
whose phonological relationship is “intermediate” between that of a phonemic contrast,
which distinguishes between words in the lexicon, and allophony, in which spoken variants
are predictable. Such intermediate relationships are linguistically widespread (see Hall 2013
for a terminological review). They are distinct from “robust” phonemic contrasts, which
“create salient and/or numerous minimal pairs in the language and are unwaveringly
unpredictable by context—that is, they are not phonologically conditioned. A marginal
contrast may underperform in one or both of these categories: it may create few minimal
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pairs [. . .], partially neutralize [. . .], or be otherwise phonologically conditioned” (Tiegs
2023, p. 15). The existence of marginal contrasts shows that phonological relationships are
complex because they are not binary: contrasts lie along a continuum in which sounds are
distinct in some dimensions but predictable in others. Given the demonstrable knowledge
speaker/hearers possess of these dimensions, phonological theory must be equipped to
model this complexity.

One characteristic of marginal contrasts is that they may have a low functional load,
meaning that few lexical items can confirm for speaker/hearers that the sounds require
separate mental representations. This may be due to the sounds’ rarity, their distribution,
or both. Marginal contrasts are relevant for modeling changes in phonological systems
because it has been demonstrated that contrasts supported by higher functional load are
less likely to be lost in historic time. In a corpus study of 18 mergers across 9 language
varieties, Wedel et al. (2013, p. 184) showed that “the more minimal pairs defined by
a phoneme pair, the less likely that phoneme pair is to have merged”, thus supporting
the hypothesis that functional load is relevant for maintaining phonological distinctions.
Nevertheless, not all marginal contrasts are merged: what are their possible outcomes?

Italian is a language argued to have marginal contrasts, particularly in its oppositions
of front and back mid vowels, /e E/ and /o O/ (Renwick and Ladd 2016). The functional
load of these contrasts has not been previously evaluated with respect to hypotheses about
vowel merger, which this paper undertakes in the context of a model of phonological
contrast that combines insights from a range of structural and usage-based factors (the
Multidimensional Model of Phonemic Robustness, see Section 1.1). Findings of low func-
tional load in the prescriptive Italian lexicon motivate a corpus-based comparison of mid
vowels in three types of phonological systems found across Italian regional varieties. These
are systems that maintain the mid vowel contrasts, keep them in near-allophony with
context-based conditioning, or merge them entirely. It is proposed that these three systems
represent possible outcomes of low functional load scenarios. Statistical modeling confirms
that Italian mid vowels’ acoustics vary with structural, phonetic, and usage-based factors,
but these factors’ interplay is modulated by speakers’ regional phonological system. The
results have theoretical implications for the instantiation of a formal phonological model
that can successfully treat patterns of variation seen in the data.

1.1. The Multidimensional Model of Phonemic Robustness

A contrast is a pairwise relationship between two sounds. However, the status of a
pairwise relation is defined by the union of its members’ distributions within the language.
Several characteristics affect the degree to which a given phone is independent of other
forces at work in the linguistic system, first characterized for Romanian /1/ (Renwick 2012,
2014). In this Multidimensional Model of Phonemic Robustness (MMPR; Figure 1), different
factors contribute positively or negatively to the phonemic robustness of a particular sound.
The model here has four types of factors: systemic, phonetic, usage-based, and the single
social factor of local salience, which is particularly relevant for studies of Italian variation.
On a language-specific basis, an increase in each factor may contribute positively toward
robustness, or detract from it. Additional factors, such as social indexation, may also play a
role in mental representation, e.g., as characterized by exemplar models of phonology (see
Drager and Kirtley 2016 for discussion).

This paper evaluates the Italian mid vowels /e E o O/ with respect to factors enu-
merated in the MMPR and their potentially complex interactions. The phonetic factor
of distinctiveness contributes to these sounds’ salience, as speakers whose local varieties
include a mid vowel height contrast maintain a strong separation in F1 between the cat-
egories (Renwick and Ladd 2016). Among systemic factors, high type frequency and
abundant minimal pairs contribute positively to robustness. Context dependence captures
the extent to which a sound is phonotactically or contextually constrained and is argued
to negatively affect robustness. This is because contextual knowledge can be employed
to infer segmental identity, requiring less dependence on the sound’s phonetic realization
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to retrieve a lexical item. Turning to usage-based factors, token frequency is evaluated
here, via lexical frequency. Finally, the social factor of local salience is treated indirectly
by considering the type of phonological system found in each city. In cities whose variety
includes a mid vowel contrast, speakers may be aware of each vowel, potentially as a local
speech feature, to a greater extent than speakers with five-vowel systems.
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1.2. Marginal Contrasts in Romance Languages

Among the vowel systems of Romance languages, numerous marginal contrasts
exist. These present a challenge to traditional theories of contrast vs. allophony. They are
reviewed below before turning to Italian mid vowels, whose contrasts are analyzed here by
simultaneously modeling multiple factors that affect surface realizations.

A longstanding characterization of marginal contrast in Romance comes from Trubetzkoy’s
(1939) discussion of French vowel pairs /e E/, /o O/ and /ø œ/. Minimal pairs between the
higher and lower vowels exist only in stressed syllables. Later phonetic surveys found that
in Parisian French, the contrasts between /e E/ and /o O/ were widely variable and on the
decline, with variation in height that could not be tied to systematic factors (Landick 1995).
Although the oppositions were largely maintained for both front and back vowels, they
were highly variable across participants: speakers maintained /e E/ in 22–93% of minimal
pairs, while /o O/ were maintained in 35–94% of pairs (Landick 1995, p. 92). Perceptual
evidence for “weakness” comes from Laurentian French, via a study that classified vowel
pairs as high-, mid-, or low-contrast, based on the number of lexical contrasts they partic-
ipate in and the vowels’ acoustic and distributional similarity (Stevenson and Zamuner
2017). An ABX task showed that pairs’ level of contrast predicted listeners’ accuracy, which
decreased for low-contrast pairs, and reaction times, which increased for low-contrast pairs;
in a subsequent similarity-judgment task, listeners perceived greater distinctions between
high-contrast pairs than low-contrast pairs, indicating reduced sensitivity to contrasts
supported by few lexical distinctions (Stevenson and Zamuner 2017).

Several varieties of Catalan distinguish /e E/ and /o O/ in stressed syllables. However,
there are few minimal pairs, and some words have two normative pronunciations (Recasens
1993). Mid vowel usage varies across dialects (Mora and Nadeu 2012; Wheeler 2005) and
within a single dialect, including intra-speaker oscillations (Badia i Margarit 1969). The mid
vowels of Catalan have been widely studied at the intersection of psycholinguistics, bilin-
gualism, and sociolinguistics, thanks to the observation (Pallier et al. 1997) that linguistic
dominance in Spanish, which lacks /E O/, reduces sensitivity to these height contrasts (see
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recent overview by Simonet 2018). In a production-based task, Nadeu and Renwick (2016)
compared the acoustics of mid vowels against native speakers’ own intuitions of height
and found that intuitions do not uniformly correspond to productions; speakers with poor
intuitions may exhibit increased acoustic overlap between higher and lower mid vowels.
Linking marginal contrast with bilingualism and language change, a large-scale Internet
survey showed that speakers with higher Catalan dominance have increased confidence
in making and judging height distinctions and that older speakers are more likely to use
low /E O/ (Renwick and Nadeu 2018). The survey confirmed a synchronic link between
phonological context and mid vowel height: judgments were more confident and consistent
in segmental contexts where low mid vowels were historically preferred (Renwick and
Nadeu 2018; cf. Wheeler 2005).

It is speculated that marginal contrasts in Catalan are linked to a paucity of mini-
mal pairs, although this has not yet been empirically investigated. A similar supposition
exists for Galician, whose mid vowels /e E/ and /o O/ are also affected by increasing
contact with Spanish. Results from production and perception tasks found that Galician-
dominant speakers have a less-robust front mid contrast compared to their back mid
contrast; Amengual and Chamorro (2015) speculate that low functional load and high
variability in vowel height may play a role. Functional load is indeed low among mid
vowels in European Portuguese, where perceptual results demonstrate an increased pro-
cessing cost for marginal contrasts: the distinctions between /e E/ and /o O/ induce
greater errors in identification alongside increased reaction time compared to point-vowel
contrasts (Tiegs 2023). Similar findings were obtained for Brazilian Portuguese among
front vowels /e E/ compared to /i e/, where a contrast is more perceptually robust
(Silva and Rothe-Neves 2016).

Functional load has also been investigated for the marginally contrastive Romanian
central vowels /1 2/ (or /1 @/). Minimal pairs like /r1w/ ‘river’ vs. /r2w/ ‘bad (m. sg.)’
attest to the phonemic status of each, but the functional load of this contrast is the lowest
among all Romanian vowels (Renwick et al. 2016). In careful speech, the vowels’ distinction
is maintained, but in other styles, /1/ lowers phonetically to overlap with /2/ (Vasilescu
et al. 2016), potentially revealing speakers’ lack of motivation to maintain the contrast.
Perceptually, the vowels remain distinct, but /2/ is less salient than /i e 1/, being confused
most frequently for /1/ with identification rates as low as 77% in some cases (Renwick 2014).
The Romanian central vowels typify a marginal contrast: they have very few minimal
pairs, and the sounds have low type frequency; both sounds are partially phonologically
conditioned; they lie in near-complementary distribution, and are phonetically similar.
Their relationship motivates the MMPR, which in the present paper is applied to Italian
mid vowels.

1.3. Sources and Evidence of Marginal Contrast in Italian

Italian is standardly described as having a seven-vowel system, /i e E a O o u/ (Rogers
and d’Arcangeli 2004), in which /e o/ are close mids or high mid vowels, and /E O/
are open mids or low mid vowels. This is derived from the seven-vowel Pan Romance
system /i e E a O o u/, which underpins many Romance varieties and is the product of
the “Great Merger” (Alkire and Rosen 2010) of Latin’s 10-vowel, quantity-based system.
The Pan-Romance high mid vowels passed into Italian largely unchanged, as /e/ and
/o/. They underwent raising to /i/ and /u/ in certain phonological contexts, reducing
the number of lexical items with stressed mid vowels. The low mid vowels /E/ and /O/
are retained, particularly in closed syllables, but they diphthongize to /jE/ and /wO/ in
some open syllables and raise to high mid vowels before palatal /ñ/. As in other Romance
languages, the Italian mid vowels are contrastive only in stressed syllables, neutralizing to
[e o] elsewhere.

A consequence of these historical trends is that the contrastive distribution of the
high and low mid vowels is largely restricted to stressed closed syllables. Vowel quality
is therefore partially context-dependent. Another crucial factor in the present analysis is
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regional variation in spoken Italian, which affects vowel inventory, lexical specification of
mid vowels, and whether or how they are phonologically conditioned.

1.3.1. Regional Variation in Italy: Regiolects and the Construct of “Standard Italian”

Although prescriptive descriptions of “Standard Italian” exist, such a variety is not
spoken natively by any sizeable portion of the population. Multiple models for standard
Italian pronunciation have been proposed since the early 20th century, as detailed by Crocco
(2017). Recently the “modern neutral Italian pronunciation” has emerged; it “admits more
variation than traditional norms do because it accepts forms that have been rejected by
the reference models but have become widespread” (Crocco 2017, p. 93). For lexical input
choices, as in earlier standard models, the explicit target in this model is central Italian.
Most major dictionaries reflect lexical choices of Florentine and/or Roman Italian, with
some indication of variation where permitted by orthography (De Mauro 2000).

Contemporary sociolinguistic accounts of Italian (e.g., Cerruti 2011; Cerruti et al. 2017)
characterize a longtime situation of linguistic contact between local languages (mutually
unintelligible dialetti) and “standard” Italian superimposed via education and mass media,
particularly between the two World Wars (De Mauro 1976, pp. 143–44). At-home communi-
cation in Italian has since become more common, and in place of dialects, a set of regiolects
has arisen, developed from the advergence of dialect and standard forms (Cerruti and
Regis 2014). These variants include regional lexical, morphosyntactic, and phonological
characteristics. The main social axis of variation in the Italian language is thus geographical
rather than across classes or stylistic situations (Cerruti 2011).

Italy has four major regional areas, each of which may be further subdivided: a
northern variety centered around Milan; a central variety with Florence and Rome as
its foci; a southern variety characterized by Naples; and Sardinian (De Mauro 1976; cf.
Vietti 2019). These share linguistic features, particularly phonological ones, including their
treatment of mid vowels—although their lexical specifications are known to simply vary
from city to city (Calamai 2017; Bertinetto and Loporcaro 2005; De Pascale et al. 2017).
In Central Italian, four mid vowels are maintained. However, in many Northern cities
and in some Southern varieties, surface realizations are at least partially determined by
phonological context. In particular, low mid vowels may be restricted to closed syllables.
A separate trend is the merger of high mid and low mid vowels, leading to a five-vowel
system in the lexicon and on the surface.

1.3.2. Evidence for Marginal Contrast in Italian

Under a traditional phonological account, the Italian front mid vowels /e E/ are
contrastive, as are the back mid vowels /o O/. Canonical minimal pairs include venti
["venti] ‘twenty’ vs. ["vEnti] ‘winds (n.)’ and foro ["foro] ‘hole’ vs. ["fOro] ‘forum.’ However,
several pieces of evidence demonstrate that these height-based distinctions are marginal. A
major factor is variation in their phonetic realization. This is exemplified for mid vowels in
(1) and (2) via phonetic transcriptions of sentences produced under laboratory conditions
by speakers in Corpora e Lessici dell’Italiano Parlato e Scritto (CLIPS; Albano Leoni et al. 2007).

(1) Examples drawn from CLIPS, as transcribed in Crocco (2017, (1)). Bold indicates
stressed mid vowels. The orthographic sentence is Maria dovrebbe stare più attenta a
scuola, “Maria should pay more attention at school”.

[ma"ria do"vrEb:e "stare "pju a"t:Enta a "skwOla] Standard speaker
[ma"ria do"vrEb:e "stare "pju a"t:enta a "skw6la] Milanese speaker
[ma"ria do"vrEb:e "stare "Fju a"t:Enta a "skwOla] Florentine speaker
[ma"ria do"vrEb:e "stare "p

ˇ
ju a"t:Enta a "skwOla] Roman speaker

[ma"ria do"vreb:e "stare "p:ju a"t:Enta a "skwola] Neapolitan speaker
(2) Examples drawn from CLIPS, as transcribed in Crocco (2017, (2)). Bold indicates

stressed mid vowels. The orthographic sentence is Un mese di vacanza passa in fretta,
“A month of vacation passes quickly”.
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[u"m:eze di va"kanţa "pas:a iM "fret:a] Standard speaker
[u"m:eze di va"kanţa "pas:a iM "frEt:a] Milanese speaker
[u"m:eze di va"xanţa "pas:a iM "fret:a] Florentine speaker
[u"m:ese di va"k

ˇ
anţa "pas:a iM "fret:a] Roman speaker

[u"m:ese di va"kanţa "pas:a iM "fret:a] Neapolitan speaker

Mid vowel contrasts in Italian are not reinforced by orthography, because spelling does
not distinguish them, and vowel quality is subject to regionally influenced interpretation
(Crocco 2017). Prescriptive works have argued that learners of Italian can ignore the mid
vowel distinctions (Rebora 1958), and dictionaries acknowledge that stressed mid vowel
quality is variable in some words (De Mauro 2000), because systematic regional variation
affects mid vowel height (Bertinetto and Loporcaro 2005) and because “oscillations” are pos-
sible for individual words within a regional variety (Canepari 1980). Calamai (2017, p. 223)
concurs that few dependable mid vowel minimal pairs exist, even within a single region,
describing this state of affairs as the “vagueness of standard phonology”.

Several studies have recently investigated mid vowel contrasts in Italian. Renwick
and Ladd (2016) quantitatively investigated the relationship between native Italians’ mid
vowel intuitions and their pronunciations. In an acoustic study of stressed vowels in labo-
ratory speech, F1/F2 values were extracted from productions by 17 speakers (14 female),
producing 5571 mid vowel tokens. Each participant subsequently provided phonological
intuitions based on introspection for the stressed mid vowel in each target word. These
responses were compared both with prescriptive quality and with speakers’ own acoustics.
There was widespread variability in phonolexical mappings. Speakers consistently distin-
guished [e] from [E] and [o] from [O] in pronunciation, exhibiting seven distinct phonetic
vowels, and they were generally aware of their own productions. However, all speakers
exhibited production-judgment mismatches, suggesting weakness in lexical intuitions. The
results were strongly affected by speakers’ regional variety: intuitions of talkers from Rome
and Florence matched the dictionary closely, while Northerners showed the influence of
phonological context on their judgments, and two Southern speakers used five phonetic
vowels with little correspondence between phonetics and intuition. In fact, speakers could
be sorted by regional variety based on mid vowel judgments alone. For each speaker in
Renwick and Ladd’s (2016) study, their 100 mid vowel judgments were compared to the
prescriptive standard. Patterns of (mis)matches in that dataset sorted speakers broadly into
Northern, Central, and Southern groupings (Cohn and Renwick 2021, Figure 3), confirming
systematic regional variation.

The strong effects of region on mid vowel realizations motivated additional analyses
that fully consider the role of geographic variation. Using data from CLIPS, a large-scale
study evaluated the realization of stressed mid vowels in specific lexical items across
15 Italian cities (Renwick 2021). It found that some words consistently have stressed
high mid vowels (e.g., sedici ["seditSi] ‘sixteen’, dove ["dove] ‘where’), while others pattern
consistently as stressed low mid vowels (e.g., bella ["bEl:a] ‘beautiful (f. sg.)’, nove ["nOve]
‘nine’). However, many words are realized variably, such as in the penultimate syllables
of aspetti ‘wait (2sg.)’ or conosci ‘know (2sg.)’. Words with variable realizations sometimes
follow regional patterns of phonological conditioning, meaning, for instance, that front
vowels are realized as [E] in closed syllables; nonetheless, the overwhelming picture is
one of widespread but lexically specific variation. Data from CLIPS provide evidence for
variability both within and across cities (Renwick 2021), which is consistent with earlier
findings of intraspeaker variability (Renwick and Ladd 2016). The present paper returns to
this CLIPS dataset in search of evidence for systematicity within this phonetic variation.

1.4. Road Map: Sources of Mid Vowel Variation across Italy

Previous work has shown that Italian mid vowels are variably implemented across
and within regional varieties and individual speakers. Canonical lexical specifications
(e.g., the dictionary) have limited predictive power of mid vowel height. At the same time,
individual speakers can maintain the contrasts, and there is little evidence that seven-vowel
systems are being lost. What, then, predicts the height of an Italian mid vowel?
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We first consider the characteristics of contrast within the Italian lexicon from a
cross-varietal perspective, which motivates a more detailed analysis of regional varieties.
At the cross-varietal level, lexical distinctions are evaluated by quantifying the relative
frequencies of vowels alongside functional load among vowel contrasts. The low functional
loads attributed to mid vowel contrasts in the prescriptive lexicon indicate a scenario
ripe for language change along the lines of Wedel et al. (2013). An acoustic analysis is
then conducted of data from 15 Italian cities. Its central hypothesis is that mid vowels’
acoustics, particularly their first formant (F1) as a correlate of height, vary systematically
under the influence of systemic, usage-based, phonetic, and regional factors. The relative
contribution of each factor is tested in linear mixed-effects models of F1 in front mid and
back mid vowels, and these are evaluated through the lens of the Multidimensional Model
of Phonemic Robustness.

2. Relative Frequencies and Functional Load of Italian Vowels

Some marginal contrasts involve a large disparity in type or token frequency between
members of the contrast. Low frequency is argued to contribute to marginal contrast,
especially because rare sounds participate in fewer minimal pairs than frequent sounds can.
To test whether this extends to Italian, type and token frequency are calculated here for
vowels as represented in the prescriptive Italian lexicon. Data are drawn from the PhonItalia
project (Goslin et al. 2014), an open-access phonological database whose 120,000 Italian
lexical items are associated with phonological transcriptions and annotated for features
like stress and syllable boundaries. Among the datasets available within PhonItalia is its
phones table, which compiles type and token frequencies for the 29 vowels and consonants
assumed by the lexicon.1

Functional load (Hockett 1966; Surendran and Niyogi 2006) is a measure of how much
lexical differentiation is carried out by a pair of sounds. It is meaningful for discussions
of contrast due to its link with the likelihood of phonological merger in historical time
(Wedel et al. 2013). Low functional load is a diagnostic of marginal contrast and may help
account for situations in which a lexical contrast is not consistently maintained. Functional
loads have been previously provided for Italian (Oh et al. 2015), but without contrast-
specific comparisons. For such an analysis, the input was phonetic transcriptions of
individual lexical items gathered from PhonItalia (Goslin et al. 2014). Functional loads were
calculated using Phonological Corpus Tools 1.5.1 (PCT; Hall et al. 2019) with its type-based
Change in Entropy metric. This method evaluates how entropy would change in the system
if two or more segments merged (Surendran and Niyogi 2003): the greater the increase in
entropy associated with homophony, the higher the functional load. PCT was also used to
count minimal pairs between vowels in the dataset.2

Since mid vowels neutralize in unstressed syllables of Italian, it might be desirable to
separately calculate functional loads for stressed vs. unstressed syllables. That is beyond
the combined technical capacity of the PhonItalia dataset and PCT’s current algorithms,
as they do not support differential marking and processing of stressed vs. unstressed
vowels. Therefore, the functional loads presented here represent the entire lexicon without
considering positional alternations. Furthermore, the lexicon under evaluation is not
specific to a regional variety but instead represents a prescriptive standard serving as a
baseline illustration. Some regional varieties, such as Central Italian, may have lexicons
similar to PhonItalia, while others may deviate further.

2.1. How Frequent Is Each Vowel across Italian Words?

In Table 1 and Figure 2, vowels are ordered from most to least frequent based on
tabulations of PhonItalia’s lexical items. The high mid vowels /o e/ are quite frequent
in Italian, but low mid /E/ and /O/ are the two rarest vowels in the language, especially
because they do not appear in unstressed syllables (which are included here).
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Table 1. Type and token frequencies of vowels across the Italian lexicon (PhonItalia).

Vowel Type Frequency Token Frequency Example

/a/ 0.168 0.161 /"rata/ ‘installment’
/i/ 0.132 0.121 /"mite/ ‘mild’
/o/ 0.109 0.114 /"dove/ ‘where’
/e/ 0.105 0.126 /"rete/ ‘net’
/u/ 0.023 0.031 /"muto/ ‘mute (m.sg.)’
/E/ 0.019 0.028 /"mEta/ ‘destination’
/O/ 0.012 0.016 /"mOto/ ‘motion’
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2.2. Functional Loads of Italian Vowels

A typical characteristic of marginal contrasts is a low functional load, which is a
quantitative measure of lexical differentiation generated by a pair of sounds. Tables 2 and 3
reflect functional load calculations and minimal pair counts, respectively, for all possible
pairs of Italian monophthongs as captured by PhonItalia. The tables show that /e, E/ have
the lowest functional load across all twenty-one comparisons, a value of 0.001, with only
70 minimal pairs.3 The back mid vowels /o, O/ have roughly the 9th-lowest functional
load, and 346 minimal pairs. Thus, while type and token frequencies (Table 1) rank /E/
above /O/, this ranking is reversed in calculations of functional load. Although the back
vowels’ contrast is clearly better supported by this analysis, their functional load is not
high compared to the number of minimal pairs separating /i e/ or /a o/. One takeaway is
that front and back vowels have different distributions with respect to their functional load.

Table 2. Functional load of Italian vowel contrasts: Change in Entropy algorithm (PhonItalia).

Vowels e E a O o u

i 0.127 0.004 0.110 0.008 0.121 0.005
e 0.001 0.122 0.006 0.078 0.004
E 0.007 0.002 0.002 0.003
a 0.017 0.133 0.008
O 0.006 0.003

Table 3. Minimal pair counts for Italian vowel contrasts (PhonItalia).

Vowels e E a O o u

i 7872 251 6716 536 7516 333
e 70 7132 390 4895 277
E 455 146 130 164
a 1103 8224 489
O 346 175
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The results from functional load show that within the Italian lexicon, there is little
lexical support for the maintenance of mid vowel contrasts, especially among front vowels
/e E/. As modeled by Wedel et al. (2013, p. 183), “when a phoneme plays a greater role in
distinguishing words, it is more resistant to merger processes”. In Italian, the mid vowels
do not play this role with each other. Given their phonetic proximity and orthographic
similarity, as well as historical asymmetries in their distribution introduced by regular
sound change, it is unsurprising that only a subset of varieties (e.g., Roma, Firenze) preserve
a lexical distinction. Other varieties (Milano, Bari) maintain a phonetic distinction with
contextual conditioning, and many areas (Torino, Lecce) have merged the mid vowels
entirely. This trio of mid vowel treatments represents three possible outcomes for contrasts
with low functional load. The following sections, via a corpus study, explore the phonetic
realization of stressed mid vowels in such systems.

3. Corpus Analysis of Mid Vowel Variation: Methods and Predictors

This section lays the groundwork for an acoustic study of mid vowel variation in Italian
regional varieties. We draw predictions about phonetic behavior from lexical statistics of
functional load and from the MMPR. Regional varieties are divided into three groups: those
with a fully functional mid vowel contrast, those with a conditioned contrast, and those
with merged mid vowels. We predict that the degree of contrast functionality is manifest in
the acoustics, as outlined for specific predictors below. Where functional load is concerned,
we predict that the asymmetry in values across front and back vowels leads to different
sources of systematic variation across the vowel space.

3.1. Dataset and Acoustic Analysis

Phonetic analysis was conducted using data from Corpora e lessici dell’italiano parlato e
scritto, or CLIPS (Albano Leoni et al. 2007), which includes 16 speakers from each of 15 Ital-
ian cities (see Table 4; 240 speakers total) and contains ~100 h of speech. Since a focus of the
corpus was geographic coverage rather than potential sociolinguistic variation, its speaker
sample was restricted to people between the ages of 18–30, balanced for male/female
gender, having a high school diploma or some university education, who came from a
middle/upper-middle class background (Sobrero 2006). Participants were natives of the
city or province where they were recorded, and typically, their parents were also. The
CLIPS project spanned 1999–2005 (Albano Leoni et al. 2007), meaning that its speakers
were born between approximately 1969 and 1987. CLIPS speakers are representatives of
Italian regional variety speech. This is confirmed by the results of a study using portions of
its Map Task recordings in a verbal guise study exploring listeners’ attitudes toward speech
from Lombardy, Tuscany, Lazio, and Campania, which revealed significant differences in
responses based on speaker origin (De Pascale et al. 2017).

CLIPS is one of the largest freely available corpora of Italian, and it contains both
dialogues and monologues. The lettura frasi “read sentences” portion of the corpus is used
here; in this task, individual speakers read aloud twenty sentences of increasing length,
with a total of 272 unique words, produced under laboratory conditions. The audio (in
.wav format) and transcription were force-aligned using WebMAUS (Kisler et al. 2016) and
hand-corrected to ensure boundary placement accuracy at the segmental level. Formant
values (F1, F2) were extracted at the midpoint of all vowels using Praat (Boersma and
Weenink 2021). For all vowels, outliers were filtered for female and male speakers separately
based on Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis 1936; Labov et al. 2013), a non-dimensional
Euclidean distance, resulting in the exclusion of approximately 2.25% of tokens. Stressed
vowels were isolated and normalized to Z-scores (Lobanov 1971) at the level of individual
speaker. The data set was further narrowed to mid vowels, leaving 31,523 stressed mid
vowel tokens for analysis.
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Table 4. Classification of mid vowel contrast type; bold cities are exemplified in Results.

City in CLIPS Region Regional Contrast Type

Cagliari Sardegna Full contrast
Firenze Toscana Full contrast

Genova 1 Liguria Full contrast
Napoli Campania Full contrast
Perugia Umbria Full contrast
Roma Lazio Full contrast

Venezia Veneto Full contrast
Bari Puglia Conditioned contrast

Bergamo Lombardia Conditioned contrast
Milano Lombardia Conditioned contrast
Parma Emilia-Romagna Conditioned contrast

Catanzaro Calabria Merged
Lecce Puglia Merged

Palermo Sicilia Merged
Torino Piemonte Merged

1 Genova’s variety may have a Conditioned contrast, as Vietti and Mereu (2023, p. 5) note it “probably” has only 5
phonemes without indicating a merger. Descriptive acoustic results from CLIPS, however, do not indicate the
effects of syllable structure on vowel height.

3.2. Systemic Factors for Italian Mid Vowels

When studying the contrastive properties of sounds, it is relevant to know which
sounds are assigned to each lexical item. In a small-scale, controlled study (Renwick
and Ladd 2016; Nadeu and Renwick 2016), it is possible to query native speakers’ lexical
intuitions, for comparison against the phonetics of their speech. Meanwhile, a strength
of CLIPS is its wide geographic coverage and large speaker count, but these properties
eliminate the possibility of directly investigating phonological intuitions. Instead, mid
vowel heights from a prescriptive dictionary standard (De Mauro and Mancini 2000) were
used to label each word, solely as a method of comparison. It should be noted that
prescriptive values of lexical vowel quality are expected to vary across cities, but they serve
as a baseline against which to evaluate phonolexical variation across and within varieties
of Italian.

Another factor that may affect vowel quality is an item’s status as a function word:
words like che ‘that (conj.),’ ne (a partitive clitic), o ‘or,’ tre ‘three,’ per ‘for,’ te (2sg clitic), e
‘and,’ se ‘him/herself’ are monosyllables, but typically do not receive stress and thus are
expected to be realized with a high mid vowel [e]. To evaluate these items’ variability while
controlling for their separate structural status, all words in the dataset were binarily coded
as content vs. function. This factor is included in statistical modeling (see §5).

The status and implementation of a contrast within a language is a systemic factor.
Each CLIPS city was coded according to its vowel system’s contrast type based on descrip-
tions in Canepari (1980) and Maiden and Parry (1997). Cities were classified as exhibiting
(a) a Full Contrast, in which both high mid and low mid vowels are present without phono-
logical conditioning; (b) a Conditioned Contrast, in which high mid and low mid vowels
are present but contextually restricted; or (c) a Merged vowel system, in which high mid
and low mid vowels are not independent categories lexically or phonetically. Each city’s
classification is listed in Table 4, but in the Results, each contrast type is exemplified by two
cities. These represent northern, central, and southern varieties and are bolded in Table 4.
It is hypothesized that phonetics of mid vowels from cities with a Full Contrast are more
strongly predicted by prescriptive vowel quality than those from Conditioned Contrast
cities—where height is mediated by syllable structure. In Merged cities, prescriptive quality
is hypothesized not to influence phonetic mid vowel height.

3.3. Usage-Based Factor: Lexical Frequency

Lexical frequency data were acquired from the SUBTLEX-IT dataset (Crepaldi et al.
2015), which is built from subtitles of filmed entertainment and includes 517,564 unique
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items annotated for part of speech, lemma, and measures of relative frequency. The
frequency measure used here is log-transformed term frequency, i.e., log10(frequency
count/total words). The lexical frequency of each word in the CLIPS read sentences dataset
was extracted from SUBTLEX-IT as a measure of its usage in typical spoken Italian. Cal-
culating the frequencies of words in real-world situations is challenging, as frequency
may vary across styles (formal vs. informal communication) or modalities (written vs.
spoken language). In this case, the use of filmed entertainment focuses on spoken sce-
narios, making it appropriate for comparison against a spoken-language corpus; since
most movies and TV programs are scripted, SUBTLEX-IT is furthermore an appropriate
comparison for the read-sentences portion of CLIPS, which is not conversational speech.
For future investigations of conversational speech, an approach based on context frequency
(Raymond and Brown 2012) could be fruitful, alongside consideration of vowels’ frequency
of occurrence in different phonotactic constructions (e.g., syllable structures).

High lexical frequency is typically associated with reduction in speech, particularly
via shortened duration (Bell et al. 2009; Meunier and Espesser 2011), but additionally via
raising and centralization of vowels in high-frequency words; conversely, low-frequency
words are associated with hyperarticulation (Wright 2004). For F1, a decrease is expected at
high lexical frequencies, corresponding to a reduced degree of jaw aperture.

3.4. Phonetic Factor: Duration

In many languages, vowel height is intrinsically linked to duration, meaning that (all
else being equal) phonetically lower vowels have longer durations (Peterson and Lehiste
1960; Esposito 2002 for Italian). Vowel duration in Italian also varies predictably, increasing
under stress, particularly in open syllables, especially in penultimate position (D’Imperio
and Rosenthall 1999), with durational reduction in unstressed syllables (Savy and Cutugno
1998). The phonetically grounded explanation for the relationship between vowel height
and duration is that greater jaw movement, and thus greater time, is required to reach lower
vowel targets. This leads to a hypothesis that duration and F1 are positively correlated in
mid vowels, with the mitigating factor of syllable structure, since the presence of a coda
consonant reduces the preceding vowel’s duration in Italian (Farnetani and Kori 1986). To
evaluate relationships between vowel quality and factors affecting vowel length, vowel
duration (sec) was measured.

4. Results of Corpus Study

In this section, several relationships are evaluated between the acoustics of Italian
mid vowels and characteristics of the words from which they are drawn, including their
word-level variability and the relevance of prescriptive height (Section 4.1) and lexical
frequency (Section 4.2). Links between vowels’ acoustic height and durations are evaluated
in Section 4.3.

4.1. Lexical Specification vs. Regional Variation

Based on lexical information alone, mid vowel height is largely unpredictable. While
some lexical items are consistently realized with high mid or low mid vowels, most words
are highly variable (Renwick 2021). However, how much variation is due to regional
differences in lexical specifications or phonological systems? Turning to acoustic results
from CLIPS, we consider descriptively the relationship between acoustics and lexical
vowel quality as specified by an Italian dictionary, Garzanti (De Mauro and Mancini
2000). Figure 3 presents summarized data for stressed front and back mid vowels from
the six Italian cities bolded in Table 4. Words’ normalized F1 and F2 values are averaged
and plotted, differentiated by color and symbol according to prescriptive height. If the
dictionary is a reasonable match for mid vowel height, then each plot should contain four
clusters of words corresponding to those prescriptive heights. This is true in Figure 3 for
Roma: with few exceptions, words specified by Garzanti as high mid are realized higher in
the vowel space. This pattern does not occur elsewhere. Bergamo and Bari trend toward
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higher vowels in open syllables and lower realizations in closed-syllable words, regardless
of dictionary height. Turning to the back vowels, Roma, Napoli, and Bergamo show a
tendency to match the dictionary: words with prescriptive high mid [o] are higher in the
vowel space than those with prescriptive low mid [O]. However, this trend does not hold
for Torino, Bari, or Lecce.
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indicate prescriptive vowel height and are assigned as an arbitrary comparative standard without
accounting for regional lexical assignment, based on De Mauro and Mancini (2000). Color indicates
syllable structure: open syllables have no coda consonant, while closed syllables have a coda.

4.2. Usage: Vowel Acoustics vs. Lexical Frequency

Lexical frequency data for words in CLIPS were drawn from SUBTLEX-IT (Crepaldi
et al. 2015) and compared to vowel acoustics, with the hypothesis that increasing frequency
is associated with reduction (Bybee 2003). Focusing on height, the acoustic reduction would
produce smaller first-formant values and vowel raising. Across all cities, correlations were
tested between lexical frequency and normalized F1. Significant negative correlations were
found between F1 and frequency for both front vowels (r = −0.144, t(16,918) = −18.955,
p ~ 0) and back vowels (r = −0.158, t(14,601) = −19.31, p ~ 0). These relationships indicate
that as usage frequency increases, normalized F1 declines, as hypothesized. They are
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illustrated in Figure 4 (front vowels) and Figure 5 (back vowels) for six cities. Separate
trend lines are shown for vowels in closed vs. open syllables since syllable structure
determines height, particularly for Conditioned systems. Figure 5 shows that, especially in
closed syllables, there is a strong effect of frequency on height across all cities.
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4.3. Phonetic Factors: Vowel Height vs. Duration

In addition to formant values, phonological vowel height may be cued by duration,
with the basic expectation that lower vowels have intrinsically longer duration due to the
biomechanics of their articulation. Correlations were tested between normalized F1 and
duration (sec) in stressed penultimate syllables across all cities combined, but separately
for vowels in open vs. closed syllables.4 For front vowels, there is no significant correlation
between F1 and duration in open syllables (p > 0.05), but in closed syllables, a significant
positive correlation is obtained (r = 0.29, t(5352) = 21.925, p ~ 0), as illustrated in Figure 6.
For back vowels, illustrated in Figure 7, significant positive correlations exist between F1
and duration in both open syllables (r = 0.21, t(4712) = 14.61, p ~ 0) and closed syllables
(r = 0.16, t(3468) = 9.6383, p ~ 0). Particularly for front vowels, the divergence in patterns
between open and closed syllables suggests that duration may function as a cue to both
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vowel height and syllable stress in the closed-syllable context. As pointed out by Gordon
(2002, p. 73), “in languages [such as Italian] without phonemic vowel length, contrasts
based on vowel quality can safely be accompanied by large differences in duration without
endangering any phonemic length contrasts”.
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5. Modeling Mid Vowel Height with Linear Mixed-Effects Regression

While §4 descriptively characterized the individual relationships between Italian mid
vowel height and various structural, usage-based, and phonetic factors, this section models
height as a combination of those factors. This helps determine whether multiple relation-
ships hold simultaneously, or whether instead some relationships are insignificant once
others are controlled for. Linear mixed-effects modeling is used to explore the relationships
between vowel quality and individual factors.

In this exploratory analysis, the dependent variable is normalized values of F1. The
same model was applied to stressed front and back vowel tokens separately for Full
Contrast, Conditioned Contrast, and Merged data (six models total). Categorical variables
were treatment-coded. The reference level for dictionary height is “low mid”; the reference
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level for type, referring to content vs. function, is “content”, and the reference level for
syllable structure is “open”. Models were fit via maximum likelihood estimation using
lmer in R’s lme4 package (Bates and Maechler 2009), alongside lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al.
2013) for calculation of p-values. Model selection was supported by the examination and
minimization of Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) values. The model is characterized in (3).

(3) Linear mixed-effects model structure
F1.z ~ # dependent variable
F2.z + log10_frequency + # continuous fixed effects
dictionary height + type + # categorical fixed effects
duration*structure + # interaction term
(1|City) + (1|Word) + (1|Speaker) # random intercept terms

Models including random slopes were attempted (e.g., for Speaker by duration), but
they failed to converge. When applied to back vowels in Conditioned Contrast systems, the
model in (3) converged but produced a singular fit, which occurs when some combination
of linear effects within the model has a variance close to zero. Inspection of random effects
for this model indicated that variance due to the random intercept of City was vanishingly
small (σ2 = 1.882 × 10−11). When City was excluded from the model for Conditioned Con-
trasts’ back vowels, singularity no longer occurred, and model comparison indicated little
change in AIC and no significant detriment in performance (model with City, AIC = 4410.9,
model without City, AIC = 4408.9; X2(1) = 0, p = 1). Following recommendations for
constructing mixed-effects models (Barr et al. 2013), this reduced model was maximal.

Results of Linear Mixed-Effects Modeling

A selection of model summary information is shown in Table 5 for front vowel models
and Table 6 for back vowel models. In each model, a range of factors significantly predicts
the height of mid vowels. Several significant predictors are shared across front and back,
including normalized F2: the negative estimates for front vowels and positive estimates
for back vowels show that vowels with lower F1 (greater height) have more peripheral
positions in the front/back dimension (p < 0.001). Significantly greater duration is predicted
for vowels with higher F1 (lower height; p < 0.001). In three models, the prescriptive lexical
specification of vowel height is significant: words classified by the dictionary as high
mid vowels have significantly lower F1 (greater height) than low mids (p < 0.01). In the
model for Conditioned Contrast front vowels, however, dictionary height has no significant
predictive power for F1 (β = −0.116, p = 0.098); the same is true for both Merged models
(front: β = −0.102, p = 0.742, back: β = −0.039, p = 0.573).

In models for Full Contrast and Conditioned Contrast systems, the main effect of
syllable structure is insignificant (p > 0.05), but its interaction with duration is significant
for these systems’ models of front vowels (p < 0.001). In Full Contrast and Conditioned
Contrast systems, as duration increases in closed syllables, F1 also increases, indicating a
lowering toward [E] at longer durations. Among Conditioned Contrast back vowels and in
Merged systems, syllable structure does not mitigate durational effects (p > 0.05).

The distinction between content and function words has limited effect. For front
vowels in Merged systems, function words are associated with lower F1 (p < 0.05), indicating
the expected tendency toward [e]. For back vowels in Full Contrast systems only, function
words are associated with slightly higher F1 (β = 0.283, p < 0.05). This runs contra to typical
expectations of phonetic reduction in unstressed function words. Turning to usage, log10
frequency is not a significant predictor for front vowels (p > 0.05), but it is for back vowels,
where in Full Contrast (p < 0.01), Conditioned Contrast (p < 0.001), and Merged (p < 0.01)
systems, a negative estimate is found. This confirms that for back vowels, high lexical
frequency predicts lower F1 (greater height), matching Figure 5.
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Table 5. Parameter estimates (β) and standard errors (SE) of linear effects for F1 of front mid
vowels, modeled separately by contrast type. Significance (p-value) is indicated for each predictor by:
* (p < 0.05), ** (p < 0.01), *** (p < 0.001).

Full Contrast Conditioned
Contrast Merged Contrast

Predictor β SE β SE β SE

Intercept 0.201 0.110 –0.016 0.118 –0.102 0.114
Normalized F2 –0.585 *** 0.012 –0.513 *** 0.016 –0.273 *** 0.016

Dictionary height = high mid –0.297 ** 0.093 –0.116 0.098 0.029 0.088
Duration (sec) 3.609 *** 0.244 3.062 *** 0.322 3.486 *** 0.270

Structure = Closed –0.040 0.087 –0.080 0.094 0.055 0.085
Log10 Frequency 0.040 0.042 0.026 0.044 0.058 0.040
Type = Function –0.205 0.121 –0.168 0.127 –0.279 * 0.115

Duration × Structure = Closed 1.349 *** 0.366 3.344 *** 0.488 –0.156 0.419

Table 6. Parameter estimates (β) and standard errors (SE) of linear effects for F1 of back mid vowels,
modeled separately by contrast type. Significance (p-value) is indicated for each predictor by: * (p <
0.05), ** (p < 0.01), *** (p < 0.001). The Conditioned Contrast model lacks a random intercept for City,
which accounted for no variance.

Full Contrast Conditioned
Contrast Merged Contrast

Predictor β SE β SE β SE

Intercept 0.195 * 0.089 0.243 * 0.103 –0.039 0.991
Normalized F2 0.240 *** 0.019 0.205 *** 0.026 0.093 *** 0.025

Dictionary height = high mid –0.432 *** 0.069 –0.533 *** 0.079 –0.042 0.075
Duration (sec) 2.414 *** 0.264 1.447 *** 0.326 2.051 *** 0.275

Structure = Closed –0.096 0.079 –0.001 0.093 –0.087 0.086
Log10 Frequency –0.116 ** 0.035 –0.175 *** 0.040 –0.115 ** 0.038
Type = Function 0.283 * 0.138 0.262 0.157 0.153 0.148

Duration × Structure = Closed –0.262 0.405 0.487 0.503 0.215 0.430

To summarize, for all models, estimates generally indicate the expected effects of for-
mant covariation (F1 and F2) and relative hyperarticulation at lower speech rates, alongside
phonetic effects owing to syllable structure. However, where the models diverge, evidence
suggests that front mid vowels have greater systematic variation based on phonetic dura-
tional constraints, while back mid vowels vary to a greater extent with the usage-based
factor of lexical frequency. Additionally, the F1 of vowels is not significantly predicted
by prescriptive vowel height in Merged systems or among front vowels in Conditioned
Contrast systems. This confirms that such cities’ lexicons diverge sharply from prescriptive
norms. Instead, to the extent that Merged systems’ vowel qualities are predictable, they
vary according to duration and function-word status or lexical frequency. Front vowel
height in Conditioned systems, on the other hand, is strongly determined by the interaction
of syllable structure and duration, whose effect is of larger magnitude (β = 3.344, p < 0.001)
than in Full Contrast systems (β = 1.349, p < 0.001).

The contribution of these predictors to variation in the acoustic data was checked
by model comparison. This process confirms that all models outperform simpler nested
models lacking fixed effects for syllable structure, regional contrast, duration, and lexical
frequency (Full Contrast: front vowels, X2(4) = 436.82, p < 0.001; back vowels: X2(4) = 123.6,
p < 0.001. Conditioned Contrast: front vowels, X2(4) = 343.84, p < 0.001; back vowels:
X2(5) = 56.026, p < 0.001. Merged: front vowels, X2(5) = 241.46, p < 0.001; back vowels:
X2(5) = 92.409, p < 0.001).

Goodness-of-fit was evaluated following recommendations by Sonderegger (2023).
For models of Full Contrast systems, marginal R2, including only fixed effects, was 0.38
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for front vowels and 0.23 for back vowels; conditional R2, which includes random effects’
adjustments, was much higher at 0.63 for front vowels and 0.46 for back vowels. For
Conditioned Contrast systems, marginal R2 was 0.34 for front vowels and 0.30 for back
vowels (conditional R2 0.62 and 0.54, respectively). For Merged systems, marginal R2 was
0.163 for front vowels and 0.105 for back vowels (conditional R2 0.524 and 0.436). These
goodness-of-fit statistics indicate that each model does have predictive power, especially
when fixed effects and random effects for speaker, word, and city are included. Modeling is
more successful for systems that maintain some mid vowel distinction (Full or Conditioned),
where prescriptive quality and/or syllable structure are influential, but they account for
less variation in Merged systems, where phonetic and usage-based factors are the primary
predictors. The boost in goodness-of-fit that is achieved by considering random effects
(conditional R2) indicates the presence of variation across speakers, words, and cities. This
echoes previous findings that some Italian words are more variable than others, even within
cities (Watt et al. 2023, Figure 12.2), but a detailed investigation of this variation and its
potential social underpinnings is left for future research.

6. Discussion
6.1. Summary of Findings

This paper has presented a multifaceted analysis of contrasts among Italian mid
vowels /e E/ and /o O/. We now interpret its results in terms of the structural, usage-based,
phonetic, and social factors in the MMPR. While both front and back mid vowels in Italian
meet some criteria for marginal contrast, the implementation and degree of marginality
differ across the front and back mid vowels. Within the prescriptive lexicon, there are
discrepancies in these vowels’ lexical frequencies: the high mid vowels /e o/ are more
frequent than their low mid counterparts /E O/, which are two of Italian’s rarest vowels,
canonically subject to neutralization in unstressed syllables. This type of imbalance is
arguably part and parcel with natural language phenomena since power laws apply to
the frequency distributions of individual phonemes (Macklin-Cordes and Round 2020).
However, marginal contrasts are often characterized by an imbalance in frequencies or
by the rarity of one or both sounds (Hall 2013). The functional loads of the front and
back mid vowel contrasts are among the lowest in Italian; notably, the front mid contrast
is weaker (supported by 70 minimal pairs) than the back mid contrast (supported by
300 minimal pairs). This disparity may predict an asymmetry in perceptual distinctions,
like that found for Galician, where the front mid contrast is less robust than the back mid
contrast (Amengual and Chamorro 2015). This is worth testing in future work.

The distributional divergence of front and back spurred hypotheses that the vowels’
phonetic contrasts would be shaped by different systemic, usage-based, and phonetic fac-
tors. Prescriptive lexical specifications are more relevant for some varieties than others: mid
vowels in Full Contrast systems covary with dictionary standards, but in Conditioned sys-
tems, the relevance of syllable structure, especially for front vowels, eliminates a significant
link to prescriptive height. Among Merged systems, mid vowel height is phonetically unre-
lated to the dictionary. Turning to usage, we find that for back vowels, across phonological
systems, height is related to lexical frequency, in line with expectations of phonetic reduc-
tion in high-frequency contexts. Considering the phonetic factor of duration in relation
to F1, modeling shows that lower vowels generally appear at greater durations, aligning
with expectations of intrinsic phonetic length. The strength of this relationship, however,
depends on syllable structure and vowel backness. The strongest relationships are found
for front vowels having low F1 in closed syllables (where short durations are expected).
This suggests that duration is a secondary phonetic cue to phonological height and that the
extent of lengthening by low mid vowels should be seen as a contrast enhancement strategy
(Stevens and Keyser 2010; Storme 2019). Finally, although the factor of social salience is
not directly analyzed here, it is accounted for by the inclusion of the City as a modeling
predictor and is treated visually in city-specific plots.
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The magnitudes of the beta coefficients from linear modeling imply ranking relation-
ships in an adequate phonological grammar, to be formalized in a constraint-based theory
such as Optimality Theory. We turn briefly to a proposed sketch for such an analysis.

6.2. Toward a Formalization of Italian Marginal Contrasts

Marginal contrasts increase the complexity of phonological relationships beyond a
traditional binary. Theoretical approaches have not yet settled on a single formalism for
incorporating these intermediate relationships, which are technically phonemic but largely
allophonic. In Italian, multiple types of forces act on mid vowels, leading to word-specific
variation and high variability in pronunciation. One method of formally treating variable
surface forms is a Maximum Entropy model (Goldwater and Johnson 2003), in which
probabilities from real-world data are used to derive phonological constraint weights. In
such an approach, lower-ranked constraints may “gang up” (Pater 2009) to disrupt faithful
outputs. Systems like Italian may be subject to disruption of faithfulness due to weakened
lexical representations, as signaled by low functional load.

For Italian, it would be ideal to formalize a typological comparison between Full
Contrast and Conditioned Contrast systems. A restriction on high mid vowels in closed
syllables would be heavily weighted in Conditioned systems but not in Full Contrast
varieties. Specific constraints privileging low mid vowels in closed syllables could follow
the Contrast Enhancement approach of Storme (2019), who extends Dispersion Theory
(Flemming 2004) in a typological account of Closed-Syllable Laxing and Open-Syllable
Tensing. Given the relevance of both grammatical and extragrammatical factors to Italian
mid vowel quality, the introduction of scaling factors (Coetzee and Kawahara 2013; Coetzee
2016) for duration and usage will improve weighted constraints’ fit to patterns of variation.
Cumulative constraints within “noisy” grammars are likely to extend successfully to Italian
because they have been used to model gradient patterns in the realization of French schwa
(Smith and Pater 2020), as well as repair strategies for French word-final clusters (Griffiths
2022). Given the variable but predictable nature of Italian mid vowel variation, the next
step is formalization in such a MaxEnt model.

7. Conclusions

Gradient contrasts, and in particular marginal contrasts, are complex. Characterizing
their representation and realization in native speech requires information about the lexicon
and the sounds’ distribution within it, particularly whether the sounds are common or
rare and whether they are context-dependent. Especially in cases where one member of
a contrast is more frequent than the other or where usage may affect phonetic quality,
functional factors like lexical frequency may also influence the surface form. As a result,
marginal contrasts are rarely accommodated in formalizations.

Despite this complexity, it is worthwhile to model marginal contrasts. The potential
impacts are at least two-fold. First, there is a typological impact. Marginal contrasts are
very common among vowel systems in the Romance languages, and they also exist in
heavily studied languages like English (for instance, the caught-cot distinction). They are
therefore probably widespread in the world’s languages, where their distributions are
readily acquired by learners. Accounting for their effects on production and perception
can help us better understand the cognitive requirements of spoken communication and
the limits of phonological grammar. The second reason to formalize marginal contrast is
its relevance to sound change, a force that many linguists seek to model. Where marginal
contrasts are active, there is a reduced need for native speakers to rely on lexical information
to distinguish pairs of sounds. Instead, distributional or contextual information can become
crucial. In combination with low functional load and usage-based pressures, this may
lead to sound change by reshaping the phonemic inventory. Future work will pursue
the formalization of marginal contrasts in Italian and other languages, using weighted
constraints to account for the complex array of influences on their realization.
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Notes
1 “Type frequency measures [. . .] refer to the number of times a particular unit (phoneme, syllable, etc.) occurs within the words

of the lexicon, with each word counted once. Token frequency (identified by the field TokenF, with the natural log of this value
found in the field LnTokenF) refers to the number of times a unit occurs in the words of the language taking into account the
frequency of the words” (Goslin et al. 2014, p. 875).

2 In PCT, functional load was calculated twice, using Algorithm: Change in Entropy and Minimal Pairs. All settings were identical
across both algorithms as follows. Distinguished homophones: false. Minimal pair count: true minimal pairs. Transcription tier:
transcription. Pronunciation variants: canonical form. Minimum word frequency: 0. Environments: none. For documentation,
see: https://corpustools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/functional_load.html (accessed on 7 April 2024).

3 By comparison, the functional load for the marginal Romanian contrast /1 2/ is 0.0004 (Renwick et al. 2016).
4 Penultimate syllables were modeled here because penultimate stress was the most common pattern in this dataset, representing

stress patterns of Italian more broadly (Borrelli 2002), but also because previous exploratory analyses indicated that the relationship
between F1 and duration was strongest in penultimate syllables (Renwick 2018).
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